Press Release—for Immediate Publication
Versatile, on‐trend, portable EASEL WEAVER, new from Schacht Spindle Company

Warp, Weave, Display

The new EASEL WEAVER from Schacht Spindle Company embraces the trend in tapestry weaving.
Available in 3 compact sizes, the Easel Weaver is so easy to use and is perfect for all kinds of
creative weaving techniques. Adjust the unique kickstand to just the right position for
comfortable weaving or tuck it away in the center brace slot to weave in a lap or flat on a table
where the rubber feet keep it stable. Sturdy, no‐slip plastic teeth keep warp threads in place and
can be set at 6 or 12 ends per inch. The versatile Easel Weaver is perfect for any classroom setting,
small weavings, and take‐along projects.
Love the finished piece of woven art? Simply leave it on the Easel Weaver.
Pop out the uniquely incorporated kickstand and find the perfect spot to show it off.






3 sizes ‐ 6", 8", and 10".
Position the adjustable, unique kickstand for comfortable weaving
Kickstand tucks away into center brace
Rubber feet for stable tabletop weaving
No‐slip sturdy plastic warp teeth can be set at 6 or 12 ends per inch

Easel Weaver
SL2406 6" SRP $38
SL2408 8" SRP $41
SL2410 10" SRP $45

Begins shipping April 10, 2018
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Schacht Spindle Company, 6101 Ben Place, Boulder CO 80301, 800‐228‐2553
For nearly 50 years, Schacht Spindle Company, Inc. has developed a broad range of high quality hand weaving and hand
spinning tools. Schacht’s mission is to create beautiful, well‐designed products that enhance customers’ weaving and
spinning experience through skilled woodworking, craftsmanship, and friendly, knowledgeable customer service.
Schacht’s family owned business is located in Boulder, Colorado.

To view Schacht Spindle Company’s complete line of products visit: www.schachtspindle.com

